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Putting Your Woodlot to Work  

 
Many WNC farms have a woodlot and most of them generate few farm products other than firewood for 
home heating.  Many of our farms were grazed or plowed with mules right up to the ridge line at one 
point during the farm’s history.  As tractors came along, many of those areas grew up into trees since they 
were not “tractor land.”  Progressive foresters and a new 
generation of farmers are looking at these forest lands with 
an eye to managing them to contribute a steady farm income 
and to increase the capital value of the farm as a whole.   
 
 Most of the region was clearcut in the early 1900s and 
since then a tradition emerged of clearcutting the wooded 
areas on farms once a generation to help the grandparents 
retire or to send someone to college.  This approach often 
led to “high grading” or taking only the most valuable 
timber and leaving the worst.  Repeated high grading left 
the forest stand in progressively worse condition, containing 
mostly misshapen trees and less desirable species.  More 
modern views on timber management often include a steady 
selective harvest guided by the expression “take the worst 
first.”  Clever farmers find ways to put stand improvement timber harvest to use as value added products 
such as firewood or mushroom logs.  Prime hardwoods, in particular, increase in value over time until 
they reach maturity, possibly being seen as the land owner’s “401(k)” or retirement account.    
 
Non-timber forest products also offer a means to generate a steady income from forest lands on the farm.  
Hundreds of options exist from log-grown mushrooms, to woodland herbs like ginseng, or forest foods 
like watercress. This chapter will touch briefly on timber product options but will focus mainly on non-
timber products.  It presents a long list of categories of products.  It also explores several forest crop 
options in more depth. 
 
Why Consider Adding Forest-based Enterprises to Your Crop Mix?  

 

As farmers, we are in the business of turning sunshine into income and woodlots are very efficient at 
converting sunshine into plant materials.  It makes sense to use that solar collector to help support the 
farm financially.  Using our forest lands more effectively has other possible benefits: 

• Spreading labor around the year.  Many forest enterprises can be arranged use farm labor when it 
is not in high demand for other crops.  Mushroom logs, for example are best done when trees are 
dormant – December through March.  

• Forest-based enterprises often work well on steep slopes that are poorly suited to cultivation or 
even orchard crops.  



• Forest acreage is taxed just like our bottomlands so it makes sense to use those lands to at least 
cover the cost of owning them.   

• Forest lands may be a good place to apply less labor-intensive approaches to agriculture such as 
agroforestry or permaculture.  

• Forest lands may help generate income through incentive programs like carbon credits and 
property tax breaks.  

• Using forest lands may open doors to grant programs and other incentives that are otherwise 
unavailable. 

• Forest lands help farmers build equity in their land as trees increase in size and their value 
increases over time.  

 

Which forest crops are options for farmers in Western North Carolina (WNC)?   

 

WNC is home to a wide variety of forest resources.  As northern species retreated ahead of the glaciers 
during the last ice age, they found suitable habitat in the Southern Appalachians.  When the glaciers 
retreated they left one of the most diverse forest ecosystems in the world, with northern species at high 
elevations and southern species in the valleys.  Our forests produce wood for lumber, pulp for paper 
products, and hardwoods for furniture.   
 
While the level of production is not as high as for timber products, a huge variety of non-timber products 
comes from our forests as diverse as medicinal ginseng, ornamental galax, shade-tolerant landscaping 
materials, and memorable tourism experiences for visitors to our area. The Institute for Culture and 
Environment (http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/sfrmp/nontimber.htm) lists 695 non-timber forest 
products. Ideas for possible enterprises are offered in Table 1, below. 
 
While not exactly a crop, the forests on our farms also provide intangible products sometimes called 
ecosystem services. For example, they provide valuable habitat to thousands of species of animals, and 
more than half of the country's drinking water originates in forests.  Additionally, the total amount of 
carbon stored by our trees offsets around 15% of US carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels 
(http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/gases/co2.html ). Recreation is also an important forest 
product in many areas, supporting a large tourism industry in some cases.  In general, the markets for 
intangible forest services are poorly developed but examples exist of companies willing to pay for carbon 
credits generated by sustainably managed southern hardwood forests 
(http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/programs/woody_biomass/links.php  (note : scroll to carbon 
information at that link.) While some forest landowners are now receiving payments for sustainable 
management and the resulting carbon sequestration, this “crop”  for most farmers is one to watch as the 
leaders decide how to address climate change



  

TABLE 1:  EXAMPLES OF DIVERSE FOREST PRODUCTS  

   

Medicinal, Herbal, Botanical  Nursery Crops Lumber  

Plants Native plants Rough sawn 

Bulk raw herbs Ball and burlap Milled 

Processed herbs Container ornamentals Kiln dried 

 Seedlings Pallets, crates, and boxes 

Herbs and Medicines  Restoration plant materials Wood components, parts 

Black Cohosh  Seeds  

Catnip   Round wood 

Echinacea  Floral and Evergreen Materials  Logs (by species) 

Ginseng  Christmas trees Firewood 

Goldenseal  Wreaths Posts and poles 

Slippery elm  Boughs  

St. John's Wort  Moss Certified Wood Products 

Sweet gum Bark      Many green labels exist  

 Greenery  

Crafts  Cones   Building Products 

Dyes Woody cuts Flooring 

Weaving supplies Flowers Millwork 

Baskets Dried flowers Stairs 

Wreaths Vines for wreaths Windows 

Musical instruments  Doors 

Instrument parts Forest-related Services Cabinets 

Artisan paper Foresters and consulting Wood panels 

Frames and plaques Trucking Manufactured housing 

Carvings and turnings Milling Posts and beams 

Signs Logging Trusses 

Beeswax   Shakes and shingles 

 Edible Products   

Specialty Wood Products Nuts – hazel, walnuts … Other Forest Products 

Carvings Honey  Firewood 

Utensils Mushrooms Character wood 

Containers Persimmon  Chips and mulch 

Sculpture Flavor or smoke wood Needles 

Cabinets Berries and Syrups  

    Furniture Ramps Forest-related Services 

 Rose hips Timber frame construction 

Pulp Products Seeds Log homes construction 

Paper and paper board Fruit such as persimmons  Wildcrafting 

 
Source: Marketing Local Forest Products: Building Rural Community Vitality and  Landowner Prosperity, A final report 

for the Southern Appalachian Forest Fragmentation Work Group, Prepared for the USDA Forest Service Southern Research Station 
(grant # SRS 06-DG-11330103-190) by Land-of-Sky Regional Council, Asheville NC,  March 1, 2008 



Choosing Your Forest Crop(s)  

 
The next several sections describe a systematic approach to evaluating the new crop options in your 
woodlot along with many web links for more detail.  Those sections are followed by several example 
enterprises and case studies.  For those that are easily bored by systematic approaches, skip to the 
examples starting on page 8.  For those that like to see the big picture before considering specifics, keep 
reading.   

 
Take advantage of the wide range of expert advisors in WNC for forest-based farm enterprises.  These 
experts include professional agricultural advisors like the NCSU Cooperative Extension Service as well as 
nationally known farmer-practitioners.  Some are busy but will help at no charge if you can get on their 
schedule.  
 
Other advisors make their living offering advice for forest enterprises and charge a fee, but these fees are 
often very reasonable and their services can be customized to fit your budget.  Some advisors include:   

• Dr. Jeanine Davis – CRAFT member and Extension specialty crops advisor who is 
nationally known for her work with mushrooms, forest herbs, and forest foods. 
http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/programs/herbs/crops/medicinal/index.html Dr. Davis 
serves many counties so it may be best to start by contacting your county agent.  

• Dr. Jeff Owen  – Cooperative Extension Christmas Tree Production Specialist 
http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/resources/publications/christmas_trees.php  

• NC Division of Forest Resources http://www.ncforestservice.gov/Contacts/contacts_main.htm  
(select the division that serves your county on this map)  

• NC Forestry Extension http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/resources/  

• NC Consulting Foresters http://www.acfnc.org/  
 
The NC Forest Service maintains a list of consulting foresters at 
http://www.ncforestservice.gov/Managing_your_forest/pdf/NC_Consulting_Foresters.pdf . 
Four of these foresters that have spoken at the Organic Growers School Spring Conference in the past are 
Blair Bishop, Rob Lamb, Richard Sanders, and Monty Wooten.  General guides to finding a forester may 
be found at:  

See A Forester First: 
http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/pdf/ag/ag619.pdf and 

Consumer Guide To Consulting Foresters: 
http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/pdf/WON/won06.pdf . 

 
 

Developing a Plan for Your Woodlands 
 

To avoid wasted time later and false starts, it may be helpful to 
be clear about the goals for your family farm and how forest 
enterprises fit into those plans. Factors to consider include your 
interests, income needs, and available time.  This guide provides 
a general approach: 

http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/resources/publications/documents/AFamilyForest.pdf . 

 



Oyster Mushrooms at Thatchmore Farm  

When you know your farm goals, explore your “forest management objectives” which might come from 
this list of choices:   

 

• Improve your forest’s health  

• Provide periodic income  

• Timber production & recreation 

• Timber production and wildlife  

• Future timber income  

• Water Quality & Soil Protection 

• Healthy forest and wildlife  

• Healthy forest and recreation  

• Other combinations 
 
A forest plan is often used by foresters to capture landowner objectives, to assess the assets and capability 
of the forest land, and to recommend a step-by-step approach to accomplishing those objectives.  A forest 
plan is required for some incentive and cost share programs such as county Present Use Value Program 
property tax assessments http://www.dor.state.nc.us/publications/puv_guide.pdf . 
 

Inventory Your Farm’s Forest Assets.  
 

Whether with the help of a forester or on your own, a logical next step is to assess the capabilities and 
assets of your forest land.  It helps to walk your forest lands regularly and in different seasons.  Certain 
native crops (such as ramps) may be there already and just need to be harvested.  Physical characteristics 
such as slope, aspect, elevation, water supply and cover will help find microclimates that are well suited 
to a particular crop.  A strongly flowing spring with good water quality may be well suited to watercress.  
A well-drained area with consistent moisture may be suited to woodland herbs.  A mature stand of oaks 
may suggest valuable hardwood lumber and shiitake production.   

 
The advisors mentioned above as well as   

established producers of woodland products see 
aspects of a piece of land that many of us cannot.  
For example, there may be a spot with perfect cover 
for mushrooms; a stand of poplar should be thinned 
but seems well suited to goldenseal production; if 
you remove the smaller trees around that cherry, its 
value will double in ten years.   
 
As you start to narrow the long list of possible 
forest enterprises it may make sense to have 
another grower or one of the advisors suggested 
above look at your site and offer their opinions.  
Extension agents are usually eager to help and can 
often suggest other growers to consult who have 
similar enterprises.  

 
 



Matching Forest Enterprise Options with Your Interests 
 
I recall from a film the quote, “If you want to raise cattle, you better think calves are pretty cute. “  
Enthusiasm will help get through those hours and hours of drilling shiitake logs or splitting cord after cord 
of firewood.  All farmers seem to be excited and interested in some crops but not others.  A good financial 
return can create some excitement but cash alone probably will not sustain enthusiasm over the long 
period needed to get a new enterprise from concept to market.  It makes sense to follow your interests and 
your sense of excitement when picking a new forest-based enterprise.   

 
Use Existing Marketing Avenues When Possible.  
 

If you already have a CSA “box a week” program or sell produce to restaurants, selling mushrooms 
from a new shiitake enterprise or watercress each spring requires little extra marketing effort.  Both 
crops “sell themselves” to existing customers – no extra trips to town, no trade shows to attend, no 
new contacts to develop.   
 
On the other hand if you sell mostly at tailgate and you decide to pursue wholesale sales of woodland 
medicinals, you probably will need to develop new marketing contacts, processing facilities, 
packaging, and delivery arrangements.  All these steps can be accomplished by most farmers but 
growers need to consider the corresponding marketing time and expense as they assess a potential new 
enterprise.  Value-added products like herbal teas, hardwood furniture, or custom milled hardwoods 
can bring a great return but growers need to be ready to invest the time it may take to sell them.  With 
vegetables the rule of thumb is “Spend half your time growing it and half your time selling it.” That 
estimate might be a place to start as you run your numbers on a new enterprise that you cannot sell to 
your existing customers.   
 

Considering Value-added Approaches 
 

In 2011 the stump price for hardwood timber was $162 per thousand board feet (NCSU Extension 
Forestry) or 16 cents a foot.  (Note: a board foot is one square foot of lumber one inch thick)  If it 
takes 40 board feet to make a Windsor chair that sells for $1600, the new “value added” price for your 
hardwood lumber is $40 per board foot – a 250 fold increase.  Clearly some labor is involved between 
a cherry tree standing in your woodlot and a handmade Windsor chair, but the point is that farmers 
can move along a progression of value-added products as far as they want and probably will receive 

more return per unit.  For example for hardwood, 
the price goes up at each of these steps: 

• Uncut on the stump 

• Hauled to the sawmill 

• Milled into boards or beams 

• Kiln dried 

• Planed or custom milled  

• Carved, turned or shaped 

• Finished  

• Hand crafted and delivered for a 
retail sale 

boggscollective.com 



Each step along this value progression requires more specialized equipment and more labor 
investment but the return is better per unit of raw material. 
 
Another consideration is horizontal diversification compared to “vertical” as described above.  For 
example hardwood plus softwood lumber, lumber plus firewood, firewood plus oak logs the right size 
for shiitake mushroom culture, woodland herbal products in bulk plus herb plants installed in home 
gardens, may be viable options for you.  Traditionally, only saw logs left the woodlot with branches 
and tops left as slash to decay over time.  If “slash” becomes firewood and hand carved kitchen 
utensils, the woodlot operation is more diverse.  

 
Managing Labor Timing and Labor Availability 
 

On our farm May and August are very busy and October and January are slow.  When considering a 
potential forest enterprise it is worth considering when the farm crew and managers have time 
available.  We shut down our crew for part of December and January but otherwise we try to keep 
them employed around the year.  We have maintenance and repair activities to keep them busy for 
part of the slow months, but it is even nicer to have work that generates profit during those slow 
months.  Here are some examples from our farm: 
   

• Wreath making in November and December  

• Inoculating mushroom logs in January and February 

• Potting up and planting Christmas trees in December through March 

• Cutting firewood to heat the tomato greenhouse in any month  

• Harvesting ramps and fern fiddleheads – early spring 
 

Be sure and include supervision and management time availability as you evaluate potential 
enterprises.  After a few minutes of instruction our crew can inoculate mushroom logs with little 
oversight although we often work with them.  Instructing on hand carving a hardwood ladle, for 
example, is likely to take more management attention and supervision over a longer period.  
 
Be sure and keep your sustainable farm sustainable for your farm family.  If your tailgate season 
requires more hours per week than you can sustain all year, you may want to plan on some down time 
in winter to regroup and prepare for the following year.  Spreading your labor around the year by 
adding forest enterprises may make sense but be sure to save some time to enjoy your life on the farm.  

 
Start Small and Know Your Market  
 

It probably makes sense to start small to test out new enterprises.  Forty acres of watercress might well 
serve most of the state.  Even a few hundred square feet may be a lot for a specialty green with no 
established market.  Starting small avoids big and expensive mistakes.  It also allows growers to 
gradually build understanding of a new market.  For example – who likes this product, how do they 
like it packaged and delivered, what other growers are in the market, etc. These and other questions 
can be answered as your farm gradually enters the market with a new enterprise.  This progression is 
sometimes referred to as testing the crop, pilot scale trial, production scale trial, and full production.  



 
Example Enterprise - Forest-based 

Mushroom Production  

 

Mushrooms are a great crop for growers with 
existing food sales.  They are easy to sell and 
many people eat them.  Tailgate markets, 
restaurants, CSAs, and groceries are all likely 
outlets for mushrooms grown from trees in your 
wood lot.  They should be among the first forest 
crops to consider for most growers because they 
often fit well into existing farm enterprises.   
Some positives when considering this crop 
include:   

• They make use of small diameter wood which is often produced in managing forest lands. 

• Raw materials are inexpensive except for the labor involved to cut the logs. 

• Most of the work needed to prepare mushroom logs is best done in winter when time is usually 
more available than in the growing season.   

• Mushrooms are a high value crop typically bringing $12 per pound retail.  

• Harvest and post-harvest operations are easy once the logs are prepared. 

• Once inoculated, mushroom logs can fruit for several years.  
 
Dr. Jeanine Davis is a nationally-known expert on shiitake mushroom production as well as being a local 
farmer and CRAFT member.  Two sites to visit early on if you are considering mushrooms are: 

• http://wncforestproducts.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/2011-AG-478_Shiitake_Final.pdf and  

• http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/programs/herbs/crops/mushrooms/index.html  
 
Here is video that gives a quick overview of the mechanics of log inoculation: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6N2_653-jT0 
Local growers are another source of great cultural information including the NC Mountain Mushroom 
Cooperative with a video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lV6Wru5DRZs  
 
For an estimate of the economics of mushroom production assume 4-6 pounds of shiitake mushrooms 
harvested from a 30 pound log over four years.  If the grower prepares 100 logs per year (which a crew of 
four can do in about a day), the income from this enterprise will be about $1500 gross per year (retail) less 
inoculation, harvest, and marketing labor.  Several hundred logs per year will multiply this number and 
are probably manageable at a small farm scale.  More than a thousand logs may require larger volume 
buyers and labor dedicated mainly to the mushroom enterprise. 
 
We asked our certifier several years ago about the requirements for certified organic production and they 
replied with three main concerns: 

• the logs must be raised without prohibited materials, 

• the mushroom spawn must be certified organic, and  

• the sealing wax must be a natural material such as beeswax or soy wax (not paraffin or cheese 
wax.) 

Shiitake Mushrooms on Maple 



Photo: fieldandforest.net 

We include a mushroom appendix in our certification application each year without comment from any of 
our inspectors since then.  Several companies produce certified spawn.  We have used Fungi Perfecti and 
Field and Forest Products.  
 
The wood to use depends in part on which trees grow on your land.  We have lots of poplar and maple so 
we use maple for shiitake and poplar for oyster mushrooms.  Poplar is said to be ideal for oyster and oak 
is ideal for shiitake production.  Conifers are not recommended nor are locusts which resist fungal decay.  
The first mushroom harvest is normally in 9 months to a year depending on the timing of inoculation.  

 
Log-grown mushrooms require shade and moisture.  About 80% shade 
is desirable.  Heavy rain will prompt a flush of mushrooms in spring and 
another in the fall. Dry spells will mean no mushroom production.  A 
more organized approach is to soak logs or run sprinklers over them for 
24 hours.  If ten percent of the logs are dunked each week the 
production is likely to be steadier.  Steady production simplifies 
marketing.    
 
The links above have good cultural information and information on the 
tools to use, but one tool that roughly doubled the rate that we inoculate 
logs.  A high speed drill turns quickly but a modified angle drill is faster 
yet.  It reduces the time to produce a hole to about one second.  Instead 

of needing to coax workers to use the drill, we now have multiple volunteers to 
use the grinder.  Be sure to have everyone near the driller wearing eye protection.  We bought our adapter 
and specialized Japanese drill bit from Field and Forest Products. (www.fieldforest.net .) 
 
Example Enterprise - Woodland Medicinals  

 

Medicinal woodland plants are another example of a non-timber forest product.  The world market for 
medicinal herbs is $14 billion and the market within the U.S. is approximately $1.6 billion dollars 
annually.  Europe is the largest consumer of herbal products at $7 billion each year (Source: 
http://www.sfp.forprod.vt.edu/pubs/sfpdoc1.pdf). While the mass of harvested woodland medicinals is 
small compared to timber products, they are a high value forest product with a relatively high return per 
acre and they tolerate or even prefer steeper ground and shady conditions that are poorly suited to other 
forest enterprises.  The return per hour invested can also be high compared to other crops. 
 
Dr. Jeanine Davis’ web page at www.NCherbs.org  offers a variety of reports on medicinal herbs that 
show potential for commercial production in WNC at; 

http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/programs/herbs/crops/medicinal/index.html . 
The NC Consortium on Natural Medicines offers growers guides for some of these crops at: 

http://www.naturalmedicinesofnc.org/mono-gg.html 
Enterprise budgets as well as some in development for likely prospects are at: 

http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/specialty_crops/medherbs/3.htm 
 
Many medicinal herbs sold in the US are grown abroad but producers of herbal products such as Gaia 
Herbs http://www.gaiaherbs.com/  have expressed a preference for locally grown herbs.  The NC Natural 
Products Association http://www.ncnaturalproducts.org/about-ncnpa  seeks to establish North Carolina as 



Container grown Watercress 

at Thatchmore Farm 

an important supplier of herbs and herbal products.   AB Tech in Asheville hosts a Natural Products 
Laboratory http://abtech.edu/sbc/naturalproductslab.asp which can analyze herbs for key constituents that 
are important to buyers.   
 
Herbs can be sold in bulk although the post-harvesting handling of medicinal herbs is much different than 
vegetables and fruit. Proper cleaning, drying, and packaging are essential.  Herb driers plans are available 
at http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/programs/herbs/pdf/herb_dryer_leaflet.pdf . Woodland herbs can also 
be processed into value added products such as teas, salves, extracts and tinctures. 
 
Regulatory requirements apply to some of these products http://www.fda.gov/food/DietarySupplements/default.htm . 

Packages that make medical claims for the products they contain generally have an added regulatory 
burden, so make any healthcare statements with caution.  The Bio-Network at AB-Tech offer classes on 
current Good Manufacturing Practices that are useful in navigating the Food & Drug Administration’s 
(FDA) regulations for value-added products (http://www1.abtech.edu/content/bionetwork-biobusiness-
center-laboratory/classes ). 
 
At Thatchmore Farm we are exploring hand creams and herbal teas made from plants that grow on our 
farm.  The process is complicated but so far we have not found insurmountable barriers.  We have found 
some interest by our tailgate market customers but they still have a preference for tomatoes over herbal 
products.  
 
We are also exploring the possibility that customers for herbal products will want to “grow their own” 
herbs.  We intend to sell herb plants for that segment of our customer base.  Some growers sell complete 
herb gardens and others even install herbs in home and business landscapes.  For herbs that prefer shady 
conditions, farm woodlands can support plant nurseries for woodland medicinals.  

 
Example Enterprise - Forest Foods  
 
Forest farming is often mentioned in connection with permaculture design.  One of permacuture’s guiding 
principles is to harvest useful products from each layer of perennial plants in a garden or forest – canopy, 
understory, and forest floor.  In working with forest foods it is worth keeping in mind that plant food 
production is limited by the amount of sunshine that falls on its leaves and the understory can be 
productive but it is less productive per square foot than plants grown in full sun.  On the other hand, some 

plants prefer not to be in full sun. 
 
Native ramps are one example.  They evolved to sprout leaves and 
store sun energy before the deciduous trees sprout leaves in the 
spring.  This very pungent onion-like native plant is a traditional 
food in the mountains in early spring and tourism events recognize 
its arrival.  Restaurants and tailgate customers are interested in this 
product, especially as ‘wild foods’ are now recognized as niche, 
gourmet products. If you do not have a stand of ramps on your land 
“transplants” are available at some nurseries and from wildcrafters 
that often sell on the roadside.  Concern is expressed that ramps are 
overharvested, so be sure that your operation grows them 



sustainably, either by taking a small percentage of each patch or by harvesting them in a way that leaves 
the growth crown of the plant, or both.  Dr. Jeanine Davis offers great cultural information on ramps at: 

 http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/programs/herbs/crops/ramps/index.html 
 
Miner’s lettuce (Claytonia) is another native plant that grows well in full sun in winter but prefers the 
cooler conditions of the forest edge as summer approaches.  Very winter hardy, claytonia will freeze solid 
and then grow again when it thaws.  We find it to be a very popular alternative to lettuce as a base for our 
winter salad mix.  Seed is available from several seed houses including Johnny’s Selected Seed.  
 
Watercress is another “edge” crop that has ready customers in WNC.  In the late 1800s it was very 
popular with acres of production and rail shipments across the US.  It grows on stream banks and also 
seems to do fine in damp soil away from streams.  It can be grown as an annual although most often it is 
managed as a perennial crop.  Be sure that the water supply is clean since the plant is often in contact with 
moving water.  Strongly flowing springs on the forest edge are the most common location for watercress.  
Organic inspectors often inquire about water tests so a proactive approach to water quality may be 
worthwhile.   
 
For other ideas on forest foods, herbs, and mushrooms consult Dr. Davis’s Organic Growers School 
presentation on these topics at   

http://www.organicgrowersschool.org/dynamic_content/uploadfiles/212/jeanine%20davis.pdf 
 
 Example Enterprise - Timber Products  

 

Logging is a different industry than farming and is highly competitive.  Much of the WNC hardwood that 
once supported a furniture industry in the Piedmont is now shipped to Asia.  Felling trees and hauling 
them to area sawmills works for many existing timber companies, but entering that business requires 
expensive equipment and the return per log is sometimes marginally profitable.  Stumpage prices for saw 
logs and pulp wood are available at http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/resources/price_report.php . 
 
Even faced with these challenges, some area farmers have found value added timber enterprises that work 
for them.  Here are a few examples: 
 

 
Mountain Harvest Organics has 
substantial wood resources on their 
farm.  They acquired a sawmill and 
intend to mill lumber to support 
construction on their farm as well 
as for custom timber frame 
construction for others.   More 
detail is offered at their blog at the 
sites below.  Scroll through 
vegetable posts to find entries on 
their forest enterpise.    

 
 

Mt. Harvest Organics Mt. Harvest Organics 



http://mountainharvestorganic.com/blog/?m=201201  
http://mountainharvestorganic.com/blog/?m=201208  
http://mountainharvestorganic.com/blog/?m=201103  
 
Double Tree Farm does horse logging and selective harvest 
which they mill to lumber for sale at the farm as well as 
selling firewood.  Andy Bennett logged an area for a 
neighbor that is now a pasture and provided milled lumber 
to local carpenters to construct the barn depicted here. That 
landowner used resources on his land, employed his 
neighbors and met two needs for his livestock operation – 
shelter and pasture.  Both this landowner and his rural 
community are more prosperous as a result of his decision 
to use the forest resources on his farm.   Andy explains part 
of his enterprise at:    
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8P635XYb4_k  

 
Pete and Mary Dixon at Broadwing Farm in Hot Springs milled logs from their land to build tourist 
cabins on their farm.  One of these structures is shown below in the section on silvatourism.  More 
information on their bed and breakfast enterprise is at http://www.broadwingfarmcabins.com/  . 
 

Example Enterprise - Firewood and Biomass  

 

Many farms heat with wood and rely on their woodlot for fuel. Even if the wood for space heating is 
purchased off the farm, wood heating is much more economical than other sources of heat if we ignore 
the effort involved in building and maintaining the fire.  Farms that cut their own wood are trading their 
labor for cash that would otherwise be flowing outside the farm and would need to be replaced by added 
farm income. In terms of plugging small farm economic leaks – wood for fuel is a significant opportunity. 
If we assume that heating with oil costs $1700 a year (our 1923 farmhouse), heating with wood will 
replace several trips to the tailgate market, or more to the point, allow us to spend that income in more 
enjoyable ways than writing a check to the oil company.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Energy flow in terawatts through the natural and human appropriated terrestrial 

biomass system (source: http://gcep.stanford.edu/pdfs/assessments/biomass_assessment.pdf ) 

 

Double Tree Farm 



To get a sense of potential for firewood and other biomass the flow chart below indicates that roughly 
three quarters of the biomass generated by land plants simply decays and returns to the atmosphere as 
CO2.  Only 2% is used as fuel.  While this chart is for the planet, a similar relationship exists for each 
farm.  We have many opportunities to reduce fossil fuel use (and expense) by increasing our use of wood 
from our woodlot.  Some even use it to run their pick-up  http://www.ag.auburn.edu/agrn/bio-
truck/index.html 
 
Another way to avoid cash outlays is to extend wood heating to other heating needs such as hot water and 
greenhouse heating.  Solar is probably a better bet for water heating (see energy chapter of CRAFT 
handbook) but it may make real sense for greenhouse 
heating compared to propane. (Refer to CRAFT 
greenhouse chapter for other ideas on reducing 
greenhouse heating costs.)  In putting wood to work for 
space heating, in a farmhouse or greenhouse, several 
options exist in three general categories – wood stove in 
the space to be heated, or a furnace or boiler outside the 
space to be heated.  With all wood-burning appliances, 
some of the heat goes up the flue to remove smoke from 
the combustion chamber.  Woodstoves provide both 
radiant heat to those in the room as well as heated air that 
can move around the house.  Boilers heat water which is 
piped to the place the heat is needed and released in that 
space with a radiator-like device and fan.   
 
Furnaces in contrast heat air which flows around the firebox and the hot air is blown into the space 
needing heat with an air duct.  Furnaces are generally much less expensive than boilers and avoid the 
extra step of heating water which then heats the air.  The main furnace disadvantage is that they need to 
be near the space being heated.  Boilers can heat water in an insulated tank and that hot water can be used 
anytime, avoiding the 3:00 AM trip to reload the firebox.  While the insulated pipe to convey hot water is 
expensive, boilers can also be used to heat several structures including the farmhouse if the structures are 
reasonably close to each other.  Boilers tend to produce more smoke and use more fuel since the water 
jacket wrapped around the combustion chamber keeps the firebox temperature lower in general.  Both 
wood furnaces and boilers have much larger fireboxes than most wood stoves and they accept larger 
pieces of wood, which saves time in the woodlot.  A note to tomato growers – tomatoes are very sensitive 
to ethylene so be sure and arrange for the firebox opening to be outside the space with the tomatoes even 
though the body of the heater can be inside the greenhouse.  Greenhouse plastic is very combustible so be 
sure and arrange for adequate separation from the firebox for combustible materials as well as containing 
any cinders that may emerge the flue pipe.   
 
Firewood is also an option as a cash “crop.”  In general this enterprise is very competitive with many rural 
entrepreneurs offering a variety of types of firewood.  Cut, split, delivered, and stacked firewood seems 
very underpriced compared to the time and effort involved.  Niches may exist that have not been pursued 
in your area.  For example, Joel Salatin of Polyface Farm in Virginia runs a firewood enterprise that 
serves folks with pick-ups that like to split wood but do not like chainsaws. He sells cut to length 
firewood rounds (not split) at the farm for $25 per pick-up load.  More detail is at this link: 

http://magissues.farmprogress.com/AMA/AM12Dec06/ama34.pdf 

Double Tree Farm 

 



Thatchmore Pine, Boxwood, 

and Sumac Wreath 

Other firewood niches undoubtedly exist depending on where you live.  A firewood CSA comes to mind. 
 
Chainsaws are among the most dangerous tools on a farm, so proper training and safety equipment are 
important, including hearing protection and protective clothing.  I recall using a chainsaw for several 
years and then finally taking a chainsaw safety class.  One of the rules from that expert logger was “no 
more than two steps without engaging the chain brake.”  Not even knowing that my saw had a chain 
brake, I was fortunate to make it to that training without a prior accident.   
 
Most small farms are probably not large enough to compete in the growing biomass production business 
but it may be worth mentioning.  North Carolina set a requirement a few years ago for utilities operating 
in the state to obtain 12.5% of their power from renewable source.  One approach gaining increasing 
attention is co-firing coal with wood in their electric generating plants.  That move increased the demand 
for wood chips.  More detail is at  

http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/forestry/programs/woody_biomass/links.php  
While outside the scope of this chapter on forest products, farm biomass production in general is 
discussed at: http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/events/2011-bioenergy-field-day/Bioenergy_2011_Field_Day_Final.pdf . 

 
Example Enterprise - Christmas Trees, Wreaths, and Holiday Greens  

 

As customers’ thoughts turn to holiday decorations, the days are becoming so short and cool that little 
plant growth is happening.  Fruit, vegetable and forage crops require less attention in the fall and labor 
tends to be available for other enterprises.  Holiday 
trees and greens fit well into this gap between the 
growing season and winter. 

 
Both in the industry and in the general public, 
concern is growing about the sprays used in 
conventional Christmas tree production as well as 
about the sustainability of some of the cultural 
practices used on many tree farms.   Customers are 
increasingly interested in certified organic (and 
probably organic generally) holiday trees and 
wreaths.   
 
Our enterprise in this area starts with bare-root plants that we buy from a 
nursery at one or two years old.  We plant them in containers for 3-4 years 
and then plant them out to the field to allow them to grow to full size trees.  Organic container production 
required some experimentation but Dr. Jeff Owen at the Mountain Horticultural Crops Center was very 
helpful. http://cnr.ncsu.edu/fer/direct/owen.php   We sell trees as “table top” trees as long as they are still 
in containers.  We also sell these container trees spring and fall as landscape plants.  The tabletop trees 
can be planted after the holidays but great care is needed since they often break dormancy when brought 
into the house for several weeks.   Full size trees take 8-10 years to mature. We are not to that stage yet 
but we intend to host ‘choose and cut’ visits to our farm to sell those trees when they do mature.   
 
Wreaths, garlands, swags, and table decorations are natural partners to trees during the holidays.  
Typically, cull trees and lower branches are used to make wreaths, but increasingly growers are making 



wreaths with plant materials grown specifically for that purpose.  One of our other enterprises is container 
hollies.  We use branches pruned from holly stock plants for wreaths as well as white pine, boxwood, 
grapevines, sumac, and other evergreens.  Christmas tree supply houses sell wreath rings as well as 
crimping machines which really speed up wreath making.  One supplier is at:  

http://www.kelcomaine.com/menuwreathdecorations.htm 
 
Wreaths and trees are also sold by mail for example http://www.carolinawreath.com/store/  or 
http://www.rogueharborfarm.com/products/trees-and-wreaths . 
 
The number of holiday trees and greens niches is limited only by your creativity but here is one that is 
particularly impressive. The holidays are prime time for skiing in the high country of Colorado.  A 
business in Aspen offers a fully decorated tree placed in your condo for $500 per week.  Since trees last 
more than a week, they are moved around in the condo complex and reused several times between 
Thanksgiving and New Years Day.  That is an impressive value added product -- $2000 per tree.   
 
One note on species of Christmas trees: Fraser firs need high elevation or the north side of the mountain 
or both.  Other species do better below 3500 feet.  We grow Turkish fir, Serbian spruce, Corkbark fir, and 
Canaan fir.  Landscapers are particularly interested in larger specimens in containers.   
 

Example Enterprise - Shade Grown Landscape Plants  

 

Some growers use the shade provided by their forests to protect shade-loving landscape plants such as 
rhododendrons or woodland herbs.  We grow both hollies and conifers in containers and find a fair 
amount of interest among tailgate market patrons.  While both these types of plants do well in full sun, 
our experience in the nursery trade may be relevant to shady nurseries.  That experience suggests that 
landscape plants may be more profitable per hour invested than food production. In spring and fall we 
often bring a few plants in containers to tailgate markets as examples and hand out business cards to folks 
that seem interested.  Occasionally those example plants will sell at the market but more often our 
customers make an appointment to visit our nursery at the farm.  Landscapers will also come to us for 
unique products such as rare cultivars or large specimens.  They understandably expect a wholesale price.  
We do not install the plants that we grow but we do have requests for that service also.    
 
Forest foods like ramps or medicinals like goldenseal can be grown in containers in the woods, avoiding 
the need for a shade structure.  One WNC Nursery that propagates many woodland plants is Red Root 
Native Nursery at www.redrootnatives.com  Irrigation infrastructure will be needed as well as some 
method to control weeds.  While all our nursery crops are in containers, other growers grow them in the 
ground and dig them for sale (called balled and burlap).  A historic wildcrafting approach is to cut back 
native plants such as laurel or rhododendrons and then wait a few years for them to thicken before digging 
them.  We have no experience with that approach but it sounds labor-intensive.  
 
Many Extension offices have landscape plant agents (sometimes called urban horticulture).   Dr. Anthony 
Lebude hosted a CRAFT tour at his farm and does extension work out of the Mountain Horticultural 
Crops Center http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/fletcher/staff/alebude/index.html . 
 



Example Enterprise - Craft Supplies  

 

WNC is a haven for crafters of many types.  They probably prefer locally sourced products but sometimes 
find them in short supply.  Hardwoods for carved or turned products are some examples.  The inner bark 
of hickory trees is used for chair seats. http://countryworkshops.org/newsletter5/nlhickory.html  

 
Country Workshops is a WNC farm business of long standing 
that combines a forest-based business with education and 
tourism http://countryworkshops.org/About%20us.html . They 
provide craft supplies from their forests, teach workshops based 
on their woodworking and basket making skills, offer lodging on 
the farm, and feed guests from their garden.  This enterprise is a 
great example of adding value to woodlot forest products as well 
as using forest-based tourism as a source of farm income.   
 
Crafters often buy forest materials from distant locations that are 

available from our forests, such as white oak splits for basketry and hardwood for custom furniture.  The 
laurel branches pictured here are from Asheville 
Hardware.http://www.ashevillehardware.com/index.php?Lumber:The_Lumber_Room  

 
Example Enterprise - Silvatourism  
 
Silvatourism is agritourism in the woods.  Many resources exist 
on how to host visitors to your farm.  
http://www.ncsu.edu/tourismextension/programs/research.php 
Tourism is a major industry in Western North Carolina and many 
visitors are attracted to a genuinely rural experience.  One 
Madison County farm converted intern housing to a bed and 
breakfast and nearly matched their farm income with short term 
rental income.  http://www.broadwingfarmcabins.com/  
 
David Kendall is a former Extension Agent and silvatourism host 
http://kanatilodge.accountsupport.com/index.htm . Below are some ideas from David for possible silvatourism 
enterprises.   

• Hunting leases: bear, deer, grouse, turkey 

• Fishing sites and guide service  

• Hiking and horseback trail riding 

• Private campgrounds 

• Appalachian trial lodging 

• Tour stop for cyclists, hikers, and auto drivers especially leaf tours in autumn 

• Daytrip activities: picnic, walking, kite flying and other related outing activities  

• Winter: sledding, cross country ski, snowshoeing, horse-drawn sleigh rides 

•    Wildflowers and birding tours 

•    Hospitality: restaurants, rental cabins & cottages, campgrounds, B&B 
Not all farmers are well suited as hosts but for those that are, the returns can be significant. 

Broadwing Farm 

Guest Cabin  

ashevillehardware.com



Chapter Summary  

 

• Small farm woodlots are good at harvesting sunshine.  It makes sense to turn some of that biomass 
into farm income by adding forest enterprises that complement other sources of income.  

• Hundreds of forest enterprise options exist.  The most promising are ones that are personally 
appealing and have labor demands that do not conflict with existing crops.  

• Forest crops are a good way to fill slow times for farm crews and farm managers.  They can also 
bring cash flow into those slow times of the year. 

• Forest mushrooms are a likely prospect for most farms that have an existing business involving 
food production.  

• As with any new enterprise, it makes sense to start at a small scale first.  Market response and a 
better understanding of the effort involved are the best guides to how large the enterprise should 
become.  

• Great sources of information are other growers, Extension Service, and other WNC forest advisors 
as you assess your forest crop options. 

 

 

The next generation assessing her forest labor resources  
(Photo from Ian Snider, Mountain Works Sustainable Development) 

 


